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Lawn Mowers are the kind of machines that wear out as much because of use as they are when
they sit idle. Most of the time it is one or more of the Land Mower parts that wear out so it is better to
buy them separately and replace them rather than buying a new Land Mower every time. The basic
parts of the land mower are the following:

1.	Engine: The strength of the engine is described by its horse power or hp. The greater the hp of the
land mower, the better it is. The engine and cutting base are attached by a pulley system and the
engine turns the cutting blades as it moves. The greater the horse power, the more the revolutions
per minute and the faster is the turning of the blade which determines the quickness and ease with
which the grass gets cut.

2.	Cutting Base: Cutting Base is the part that makes land mower a grass cutting machine. It has
blades and the length of the blade determines the quality of the cutting base. Larger blades mean
an overall longer cutting base and thus a larger swath of grass can be cut in one pass. The larger
the swath, the lesser time will the mower take to cover a large area.

3.	Handles: Handles of Land Mowers are either push type or ride on. Some advanced models have
self propelled handles making the overall work easier.

The push type or walk behind land mowers are used for smaller areas while the ride on land
mowers is required for larger areas. Most often than not, people who own large areas require more
maintenance owing to the standard that needs to be maintained. This is the reason that most often it
is the Ride On mowers that require replacement parts.

There are many companies that produce land mower parts and it is suggested that if any
replacements are required, the parts shall be bought with the same company name. Many times,
what is required is not replacement but repairing. Mtd lawn mower parts are easily available and the
prices and list of parts can be easily scrolled on their website. Many other companies such as
Dixon, Ariens, Troy Britt and Honda etc. also produce their own land mower parts. While looking for
Honda lawn mower parts take care as only the most important parts such as engine or blades are
easily aware in spare. If required, assemble the other parts from any other company
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